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GM Global EPC Updates are Here! 
We are pleased to announce the following exciting updates to the GM Global EPC. You will 
see them on the web-delivered EPC via Global Connect on February 17, 2023. The locally 
hosted USB media will be mailed on March 3, 2023. As always, we are grateful for your input, 
which has powered these changes. So, keep the suggestions coming as we work together to 
develop future improvements! 

 

 

Production Dates are often found in Part Descriptions. Where those exist and with a VIN entered, the 
GM EPC will now filter out non-applicable parts.  

For example, with the old filtering there are two left hand parts and two right hand parts displayed - with 
all filters turned on. 

With the new Production Date Filtering, this same part now displays only the correct left and right hand 
parts. 

Production Date Filtering 
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FAQ Improvements 
 

The FAQ section has new content! As we identify the need to share information with you, it will be 
located here. Check back regularly for important updates. To access the FAQ section, select the 
Frequently Asked Questions button on toolbar next to the print and help buttons - or - Select General 
Information from the Information dropdown. Then click on the FAQ tab.  

 

FAQ Improvements 
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Auto Select Primary Make 
 

When performing a global part search, often two catalog options are shown. However, both selections 
bring you to the same catalog, just using different navigation. Since the catalog is the same, the GM 
EPC will eliminate the extra step and auto-select the primary make.  
 
This is the older, longer way of multiple catalog options being displayed. 
 

 
 

With the new Auto Select Primary Make, the Select Vehicle window no longer displays and the GM 
EPC automatically displays the primary make. 
 

 

Auto Select Primary Make 
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Snap-on and OEConnection have reached an agreement to offer parts lists transfer from GM EPC to 
the D2Dlink website. Contact Snap-on sales for more information. 

 

 

I  

 

Each GM region can now take and submit their own preferred part photos. This will greatly expand the 
set of available part photos for everyone. To view photos, click on the camera icon next to the Part 
Description. Regional Part Photos will have a watermark at the bottom that identifies the source region 
of the photo. 

Regional Part Photos 

D2DLink Integration for US and Canada 
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The Jobs feature has become a bit friendlier with minor updates to prompts that better communicate 
what happens when closing and renaming previously saved Jobs.  

Previously, when clicking the Cancel button, the Job would close without saving. To clarify what is 
actually happening, the Cancel button was renamed to Close without Save.  

 

Improvement to Jobs 

Click on Camera icon to 
view photos 

Region Logo 
Identifier 
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When you’re working with a saved job and make a change, you can click the Bookmark on the job tab 
to overwrite the existing saved job. Presently, the GM EPC simply overwrites the saved job and 
confirms successful completion. 

 

Now, the GM EPC will give you more options when you overwrite a saved job. You can overwrite 
(current default), Save As a new Job, or cancel and return to the GM EPC without changes. 
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The GM Global EPC will now support the migration of more of your personal content to the web.  

Select Manage, Data Migration to see the improvements:  

 

Additional information you can migrate includes Jobs, Quicklists, Shopping Lists, Dealer Settings, and User 
Settings! 

All of the selected items for export will now be placed into one export file for import to the web. Until now, each 
items was it’s own export file. Each was imported separately. We’ve streamlined that process to make the 
migration much easier. 

  

Data Migration Improvements 
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Accessing group 8.800 from the illustration has become easier. Before the update, selecting group 8.800 from 
the illustrated part text would open the Standard Parts Index. 

 

 Going forward, you will get access to the part usage information – consistent with all other part group links that 
are found on illustrations. 

 

  

Access to Group 8.800 from Illustrations 
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Beginning with the February web – March media update, the GM Global EPC will offer support for new 
workstation purchases and operating system upgrades where Windows 11 Professional is installed. 

See the GM Dealership Infrastructure Guidelines for additional hardware requirements. Search for “DISG” on 
Global Connect for the latest information. 

 

 

For technical concerns, please call the GM EPC Technical Support help desk at 888-994-6372 or 
sbs_services@snapon.com. 

 

Do you have EPC enhancement suggestions? Data Issues? "We're listening!" Please send us your 
feedback from the EPC by selecting Help -> Contact Us, then send your comments to 
gmpartscatalog@gm.com. 

 

 

Thank You! 

Windows 11 Professional Support 


